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The Warehouse Hotel

Kerry Hill

Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar

Industrial heritage takes centre stage at
The Lo & Behold Group’s Singapore debut

AHEAD Asia’s outstanding contribution
winner talks exactitude and authenticity

Traditional architecture triumphs at Atelier
Pod’s mountaintop resort in northern Oman

At Six
STOCKHOLM

Over the past 12 months, Sleeper has followed the development
of two neighbouring hotels from Nordic Hotels & Resorts. First to
feature here is At Six, where contemporary art meets design in a
concept by Universal Design Studio.
Words: Guy Dittrich | Photography: Courtesy of UDS (unless otherwise stated)

O

ur story began back in January 2016 in Brunkebergstorg,
a beautiful but largely forgotten square in the Norrmalm
neighbourhood of Stockholm. Nordic Hotels & Resorts –
the fastest growing hotel group in Scandinavia – had announced
plans to bring two new hospitality concepts to a 130,000m2 mixeduse development known as Urban Escape.
Along with offices, commercial space and a small residential
component, the two hotels were considered key to the revitalisation
of the once prosperous district, which lost its way following the
arrival of Brutalism in the 1970s.
Now open, At Six and Hobo occupy adjacent buildings along
the west side of the site. At Six takes its name from its street
number on Brunkebergstorg, and with 343 guestrooms, is one
of the largest hotels in Stockholm. The original granite columns
and bronze anodised aluminium cladding – designed in a Brutalist
style by Boijsen & Efervgren – has been given an update by White
Architekter, who made two new interventions. Firstly, glazing now
spans the lower two levels to create a double-height façade; and
secondly, three upper floors with panoramic views over the city
and out to the archipelago have been added. Guestrooms here have
narrow, furnished terraces – a real treat on long summer nights.
The hotel’s interiors are the work of London-based Universal
Design Studio (UDS), led by Hannah Carter Owers and Richard
McConkey, and offer contemporary luxury with a twist. One of
those twists is art. The hotel could almost be a gallery thanks to
its world-class collection curated by Sune Nordgren, who took on
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Above & Opposite: Guestrooms and public spaces are furnished with pieces from B&B Italia, Living Divani, Minotti, Molteni and Walter Knoll

the same role for The Thief in Oslo, also managed by Nordic Hotels
& Resorts. Another twist is the redefining of modern luxury. One of
finesse and unexpected delight that steers away from the homely or
grand dame approach of many of the city’s other five-star properties.
The building’s floorplate is long and narrow, demanding smart
use of space. The entrance does not boast a high ceiling nor the open
lobby lounge so loved by today’s hoteliers; instead, the aim has been
to steer guests upstairs to the first floor public spaces. The layout
intuitively achieves this.
The entrance may be modest in scale but it still packs a punch.
Sitting on the eye-catching staircase of white granite is a 2.5m stone
bust called Mar Asia, by Jaume Plensa, and behind reception is a
7m-long landscape by Tacita Dean, from the series Quatemary 2014.
Both are indications of the importance of art within the hotel. UDS
worked closely with Nordgren shaping the architectural layout to
create surprising art experiences. At the top of the staircase is another
sizeable painting, this time by British land artist Richard Long;
around the corner is Walking in the Rain, London, a line drawing by
Julian Opie; and each guestroom features mirrored panel artworks
from Katrina Matousch.
Wrapping around the mezzanine is the Dining Room, where
seating is positioned to make the most of the daylight and views.
Flexible screening defines a long table, suitable for a large party

or communal dining, and a through way to the Cocktail Bar and
Listening Lounge. The 14m-long marble bar sits atop an end-grain
oak block floor, and opposite are low seating options from Peiro
Lissoni amongst others, smartly positioned amidst structural pillars.
At the entrance to the adjacent Listening Lounge the huge speakers
made by Kenricht Sound from Tokyo signal the purpose of this space,
where music is the master. Equipment is of recording studio quality
with local programming of album sessions and DJ sets curated by an
in-house music consultant.
On top is Tak, Swedish for roof. Reached by a separate entrance
off the square, the restaurant is the first element of a larger venue due
to open this summer, with gardened spaces open to the public. Here,
interiors are by Wingårdh and follow the Nordic-Sino gastronomy
of chef Frida Ronge.
UDS has given the interiors a restrained contemporary elegance
that is right at home in the 21st century. An experience of Scandinavian
calmness. The leather from local tannery Tärnsjö wrapped around the
bannister is felt rather than seen. Similarly the Alcantara cupboard
fronts in guestrooms are a luxurious twis, with a haptic as opposed
to visual quality. Edged with a burnished bronze and together with
the other bronzed detailing, including the sanitaryware by Axor, these
are warming touches that give a vaguely nautical touch, appropriate
for this capital on the water.
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The 343 guestrooms have been designed by UDS with three
zones; the usual hallway and bed areas, but also a lounge. “The
third of the room beside the window is often under-utilised,” explains
Carter Owers. Maximising the impact of light and contrasts, UDS
has framed each side of the window with brass-bound mirror and
underneath placed a beautiful customised one-arm sofa, upholstered
with Kvadrat fabric.
Quality materials permeate every aspect of the interiors; the aim
for them being to wear in, not out, as Carter Owers puts it. Stone
comes in various guises, from the deep variegated greens of Alpe
Verdi for the lengthy credenzas in guestrooms, to the rust-coloured
Patagonian marble fronting the open kitchen of the Dinning Room.
The mensroom alone boasts three different types.
UDS has collaborated with several manufacturers to deliver a
bespoke design experience. Working with Norwegian furniture
producer Eikund, task seating in guestrooms is the re-launch of the
Model 3238 chair designed by Torbjørn Bekken in 1960. Barber
Osgerby, co-studio of UDS, customised the Tobi-Ishi table for B&B

Italia in the lobby. And a variety of light fittings have been developed
with Swedish manufacturer Rubn.
Another standout aspect of the hotel, and indicative of the thought
that has gone into the overall scheme, is the branding. Created by
Identity Works, At Six has its own font, the ‘x’ of which appears
discreetly on staff lapel badges, crockery and even the wooden bread
boxes in the restaurant. A pattern derived from the motif is also seen
in bathroom floor mats, laundry bags and carefully arranged across
the display boxes of bathroom amenities.
At Six is an audacious project involving three design practices
creating five F&B venues, to say nothing of the other professional
services required – architecture, art and branding spring to mind.
That it was completed on time, and whilst the Galleria shopping
mall on which the hotel sits continued to trade is an incredible
achievement. “Now that the doors are finally open, the thing I am
most looking forward to is seeing the hotel bed in to the city and
develop a life of it’s own,” explains Carter Owers. “We all feel we
have achieved something great here.”

EXPRESS CHECKOUT: 343 guestrooms | 2 restaurants | 2 bars | 7 meeting rooms | Gym | www.hotelatsix.com
Owner: Petter Stordalen | Developer: AMF Fastigheter | Operator: Nordic Hotels & Resorts | Architecture: White Arkitekter | Interior Design: Universal
Design Studio | Art Curation: Sune Nordgren | Graphics: Identity Works | Lighting Design: Node Ljusdesign
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secondly, three upper floors with panoramic views over the city
and out to the archipelago have been added. Guestrooms here have
narrow, furnished terraces – a real treat on long summer nights.
The hotel’s interiors are the work of London-based Universal
Design Studio (UDS), led by Hannah Carter Owers and Richard
McConkey, and offer contemporary luxury with a twist. One of those
twists is art. The hotel could almost be a gallery thanks to its worldclass collection curated by Sune Nordgren, who took on the same
role for The Thief in Oslo, also managed by Nordic Hotels & Resorts.
Another twist is the redefining of modern luxury. One of finesse and
unexpected delight that steers away from the homely or grand dame
approach of many of the city’s other five-star properties.
The building’s floorplate is long and narrow, demanding smart
use of space. The entrance does not boast a high ceiling nor the open
lobby lounge so loved by today’s hoteliers; instead, the aim has been
to steer guests upstairs to the first floor public spaces. The layout
intuitively achieves this.
The entrance may be modest in scale but it still packs a punch.
Sitting on the eye-catching staircase of white granite is a 2.5m stone
bust called Mar Asia, by Jaume Plensa, and behind reception is a
7m-long landscape by Tacita Dean, from the series Quatemary 2014.
Both are indications of the importance of art within the hotel. UDS
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sizeable painting, this time by British land artist Richard Long;
around the corner is Walking in the Rain, London, a line drawing by
Julian Opie; and each guestroom features mirrored panel artworks
from Katrina Matousch.
Wrapping around the mezzanine is the Dining Room, where
seating is positioned to make the most of the daylight and views.
Flexible screening defines a long table, suitable for a large party
or communal dining, and a through way to the Cocktail Bar and
Listening Lounge. The 14m-long marble bar sits atop an end-grain
oak block floor, and opposite are low seating options from Peiro
Lissoni amongst others, smartly positioned amidst structural pillars.
At the entrance to the adjacent Listening Lounge the huge speakers
made by Kenricht Sound from Tokyo signal the purpose of this space,
where music is the master. Equipment is of recording studio quality
with local programming of album sessions and DJ sets curated by an
in-house music consultant.
On top is Tak, Swedish for roof. Reached by a separate entrance
off the square, the restaurant is the first element of a larger venue due
to open this summer, with gardened spaces open to the public. Here,
interiors are by Wingårdh and follow the Nordic-Sino gastronomy
of chef Frida Ronge.
UDS has given the interiors a restrained contemporary elegance
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that is right at home in the 21st century. An
experience of Scandinavian calmness. The
leather from local tannery Tärnsjö wrapped
around the bannister is felt rather than seen.
Similarly the Alcantara cupboard fronts in
guestrooms are a luxurious twis, with a haptic
as opposed to visual quality. Edged with a
burnished bronze and together with the other
bronzed detailing, including the sanitaryware
by Axor, these are warming touches that give
a vaguely nautical touch, appropriate for this
capital on the water.
The 343 guestrooms have been designed
by UDS with three zones; the usual hallway
and bed areas, but also a lounge. “The third
of the room beside the window is often
under-utilised,” explains Carter Owers.
Maximising the impact of light and contrasts,
UDS has framed each side of the window
with brass-bound mirror and underneath
placed a beautiful customised one-arm sofa,
upholstered with Kvadrat fabric.
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Quality materials permeate every aspect of the interiors; the aim
for them being to wear in, not out, as Carter Owers puts it. Stone
comes in various guises, from the deep variegated greens of Alpe
Verdi for the lengthy credenzas in guestrooms, to the rust-coloured
Patagonian marble fronting the open kitchen of the Dinning Room.
The mensroom alone boasts three different types.
UDS has collaborated with several manufacturers to deliver a
bespoke design experience. Working with Norwegian furniture
producer Eikund, task seating in guestrooms is the re-launch of the
Model 3238 chair designed by Torbjørn Bekken in 1960. Barber
Osgerby, co-studio of UDS, customised the Tobi-Ishi table for B&B
Italia in the lobby. And a variety of light fittings have been developed
with Swedish manufacturer Rubn.
Another standout aspect of the hotel, and indicative of the thought
that has gone into the overall scheme, is the branding. Created by
Identity Works, At Six has its own font, the ‘x’ of which appears
discreetly on staff lapel badges, crockery and even the wooden bread
boxes in the restaurant. A pattern derived from the motif is also seen

in bathroom floor mats, laundry bags and carefully arranged across
the display boxes of bathroom amenities.
At Six is an audacious project involving three design practices
creating five F&B venues, to say nothing of the other professional
services required – architecture, art and branding spring to mind.
That it was completed on time, and whilst the Galleria shopping
mall on which the hotel sits continued to trade is an incredible
achievement. “Now that the doors are finally open, the thing I am
most looking forward to is seeing the hotel bed in to the city and
develop a life of it’s own,” explains Carter Owers. “We all feel we
have achieved something great here.”

EXPRESS CHECKOUT: 343 guestrooms | 2 restaurants | 2 bars | 7 meeting rooms | Gym | www.hotelatsix.com
Owner: Petter Stordalen | Developer: AMF Fastigheter | Operator: Nordic Hotels & Resorts | Architecture: White Arkitekter | Interior Design: Universal
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